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My Universe 

Debbie Hersh 

 

Let them be stars 

Perfect diamonds of the sky 

Always admired, studied, watched. 

 

Let them compete against each other 

To be the most beautiful 

The brightest in the sky. 

 

Let the people watch and wonder 

And let them smolder all the hotter 

Because of the attention. 

And though they may seem eternal, 

In the timeline of the world 

They are a fleeting prettiness. 

 

Let some slowly simmer into age 

Or explode in hatred at the passage of time 

Having their last tantrum before surrendering. 

But I would rather be Earth. 

 

I might have to forever circle such Prima Donnas 

And I might be cooler than one of them 

But I seethe beneath the surface. 

 

I would rather be substantial 

Than a gaseous ball of fury. 

If I could make life and give life 

I’d rather create my own world.  Lauren Rachlin 
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Waldo 
For Grandma 
Sam Hoffman 

 
  Toe-deep the 
  Heron now stands in a pond atop the mountain. 
  Where, before the winter, 
  blueberries grew wild, and 
  He was still colorblind. 
  Sometimes, the fish even nip at 
  his heels! 
  But he dares not budge; 
  The blueberries have yet to greet him. 
 
  "I can't just get up and fly away" he says. 
  "The pond looks so beautiful, anyways. I 
  wouldn't want to change it." 
  The only thing at the same level as the Heron was an 
  old, charred oak. 
  He whispered something to the Heron, 
  and the Heron shuffled his feet around a bit 
  and left the pond. 
  The fish of  the pond asked the oak 
  what he said to the Heron, and he gave a 
  warm smile. 
  "The blueberries will come back each year. 
  Besides, now you know what they look like." 
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Touching the MorningTouching the MorningTouching the MorningTouching the Morning    

Kyle Tresnan 

 

Reaching out into the endless abyss of morning,  

I feel the newspaper sitting on the wet lawn, 

The cool breeze brushing on my skin, 

The ever so slightly wet grass rubbing against my ankle. 

A deep breath gathers the crisp morning air, as it tickles my nostrils.  

Fading away are the woeful stinging chirps of evening’s crickets, 

Instead, the newly awoken birds are  

tingling my eardrums with their song, 

And the low sun’s warming smile,  

Is bursting from the horizon to start the new day. 

Morning’s feeling pretty good today.       

 

“Yellow Tree and Road” 

Lauren Goldman 
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454 
Sam Hoffman 
 
White. 
Beautiful confident impervious, 
white is open. 
There is always room for white. 
 
 
It appeared 
as a pair of mittens for 
frostbitten hands. 
Tail scorched, but 
soft eyes. 
Strong eyes. 
Envelopes my entirety, 
and I feel 
warm. 
In the soundproof, silvery singer, 
white. 
 
Notes pierce the air from the mountains 
to these trees. 
 
Bullet holes from 
1,000 strays. 
An orange one stands tall, leading the pack 
up the burning white asphalt. 
Cold, charred hair 
with jewels on its face. 
They came for their prize. 
He came for his promise. 
 
With safety, 
he splits. In two. 
Whistling, 
 
wandering. 

 

With safety, 
he splits. In two. 
Whistling, 
 
wandering. 
 
An incentive. 
 
 
Strolling through the airport with a chest on his back, 
he decides on a gate. 
He sits, 
with his ear pressed against the chest. 
A couple dressed in colors begins to watch. 
"What's in your box?" they ask. 
2 8 18 
White. 

Linnea Jaffe 
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5 Ways to Save a Man5 Ways to Save a Man5 Ways to Save a Man5 Ways to Save a Man    
Alyssa LiebermanAlyssa LiebermanAlyssa LiebermanAlyssa Lieberman    
 
There are many ways to save a man, to save his mortal soul. 
However with each method comes a high and costly toll. 
You can breathe new air into his lungs, or give him blood he needs; 
Administer his medication, follow what the doctor heeds. 
 
Or however if what ails him is a lost and lonely heart; 
Bring him to the nearest church to get a holy start. 
Show him how to pay his alms and confess his life-long sins. 
Light his way to enlightenment, where spirituality begins. 
 
And if he lives in ignorance, with fear of foreign race, 
Take him to the slums to see those shielded from God’s grace. 
Take him to the battle fields to see the blood stained grass, 
Or show him to a widow’s home to see emotions made of glass. 
 
And if his smile is empty, and if he spends his time alone. 
The medicine this man may need is to make his house a loving home. 
Help him find the love he needs, to fill his lonely heart. 
The girl that will give his hopeless life a beautiful, fresh start. 
 
But the truth is, the best way to save a mortal’s soul 
Is to break his heart, arms and legs, and crush his biggest goal. 
Save him from his awaiting life off darkness and despair; 
Let him die more honorably than bombs flying through the air. 

Gabriela Kappes 
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Why 
Polly Kovalzon 
 
Sammie died today. 
For three endless hours I sat by his side 
As the sudden symptoms tore away. 

 “почему?” 
I slid the word under my tongue 
And it slipped out 
And lay heavy in the room 
And the laden silence 
Hit me like a cacophony 
And I folded 
Under its weight. 
 
Sammie died today. 
The thought stuck to my mouth 
Like peanut butter 
And refused to move 
Or to settle in my consciousness. 
I couldn’t possibly accept this 
I couldn’t possibly allow 
The vile vulture that is death 
To sink its talons into him. 
 
Sammie died today. 
And all the colors in the world 
Turned faded 
Faded, faded, 
Like his lips; 
Once red as thorns 
And equally piercing, 
Now lifeless as I’ve always been. 
 
I finally died today. 

  David Block 
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50-Year-Old Woman 
Rachel Sobol 
 
She is assembled in her unsteady, russet  wooden chair 
by her desk, modest dim light glancing over the paper  
which is kissed by her pen 
Ash from her wimpy cigarette darkens the tint of the crisp paper 
She flicks her cigarette yet again 
seeming not to mind that the ash poisons the hue of her  
soon-to-be brilliant poem. 
She snickers in a cynical approach and taps her cigarette 
She derides the fact that she just turned 50 
then brushes the subject off as she does the same to the ash which  
clings to the paper 
She fiddles with her trim pen and coughs thunderous enough to shake  
her russet chair 
She caresses her two mature feet jointly and giggles a bit, at nothing 
Not really sure of what to write about 
She ponders and meanders through her shallow head 
Unlocking diverse doors, not discovering what she truly desires 
Sauntering into a blue door, picking up a frowning little girl, 
soon throwing her down on the encrusted cracked floor 
Walking out of that room, slamming the door deafening behind her 

 

Lauren Rachlin 

Appearing in obverse to a yellow door 
Unbolting the door, she tiptoes in and finds a smiling little girl. 
She picks her up and glimpsing at this girl for a moment, 
tosses her on the floor as well. 
She tiptoes back out and wipes her insipid hands 
Tracing back to reality, she takes a drag of her still lit cigarette and 
journeys back into her shallow mind 
She comes across a blistering crimson door, with unique gold locks and 
releases the key in the lock, sticking it in her cleaved tattered jean pocket 
She wanders into the unlocked room and discovers a shy girl 
She sees this girl in the far distance and takes a step closer, 
finding herself breathing upon this young girl’s air. 
The girl is accompanied by a handsome man, girl and boy… 
as one, embracing each other’s light, kissing gently 
50-year-old woman cries, tears flood her older features,  
drowning her in untainted delight 
Becoming solitary with reality once more, 
her pen kissing the paper several times. 
For hours, she carves pictures on the paper in words about this crimson  
door which she discovered 
On her own she determined this door was her providence 
Alone in her isolated attic she found peace in that which she knows 
is her destiny 
The 50-year-old woman is me. 

Lauren Rachlin 
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Where the Heart Is 
Caitie Feighan 
 

A pretty, little four letter word. 
 
They say home is where the heart is, 
So I have a million homes 
For I’ve loved 
One million times 
And my heart still seems to roam. 
 
They say all things grow with love; 
It’ll keep you standing tall. 
So why do 
I still feel 
Like I’ve always been so small. 
 
They say all you need is love, 
But I cannot agree 
Because all I 
Have is love, 
And it’s yet to help me. 
 
Maybe I’ve never been in love, 
And maybe I never will. 
So I’ll wait for the day 
Someone shows me the way, 
But I assume I’ll be lost still. 
 

 

Gabriela Kappes 

Kingdom Of Desire 
Blaze Hewitt 

 
You give me tingles to my toes 
you make me think things  
that no one should know 

you are the master of my desire 
you are the king, and I the queen 
upon our throne of endless pleasure 

a nude and writhing sea 
and when I wake in tumbled sheets 
a breath held tight escapes from me 
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Arise 

Shane Barbera 

 

The bullet wound in my chest 

Pumps my thick dark blood, 

Upon the cold cement floor. 

 

Moonlight, falling from the sky, 

Glares through the window, 

Illuminating my wound. 

 

My helpless corpse shakes faintly, 

Wilting like flowers 

In the harsh winds of autumn. 

 

And then a chill floods my head, 

I relax my eyes, 

Sinking deep into the sky. 

 

Fire, Sea, Earth 

Anonymous 

    

With a candle lit by a fire, 

On the peninsula over the sea 

She stood on the Earth. 

 

And there on her prison Earth, 

Their love was a dying fire, 

That lit ablaze her lover’s cell, the sea. 

 

And his cruel warden, the sea, 

Mocked her, on Earth. 

And his heart was like cursed fire. 

 

But the fire of their love  

could span all the sea, and the entire Earth. 

L
a
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Victim of War Victim of War Victim of War Victim of War     
Debbie HershDebbie HershDebbie HershDebbie Hersh    
    
Drums beat theirDrums beat theirDrums beat theirDrums beat their    
Quickening poundQuickening poundQuickening poundQuickening pound    
As soldiers stompAs soldiers stompAs soldiers stompAs soldiers stomp    
Where death will sound.Where death will sound.Where death will sound.Where death will sound.    
    
And across the fieldAnd across the fieldAnd across the fieldAnd across the field    
Soon red with bloodSoon red with bloodSoon red with bloodSoon red with blood    
Stood the opposing forceStood the opposing forceStood the opposing forceStood the opposing force    
Splattered with mud.Splattered with mud.Splattered with mud.Splattered with mud.    
    
But across the landBut across the landBut across the landBut across the land    
Far from the battle siteFar from the battle siteFar from the battle siteFar from the battle site    
Two, who knew nothing of war,Two, who knew nothing of war,Two, who knew nothing of war,Two, who knew nothing of war,    
Stood ready to fight.Stood ready to fight.Stood ready to fight.Stood ready to fight.    
    
Smiling behind his helmSmiling behind his helmSmiling behind his helmSmiling behind his helm    
One fighter rushed aheadOne fighter rushed aheadOne fighter rushed aheadOne fighter rushed ahead    
Swinging, but his sword stoppedSwinging, but his sword stoppedSwinging, but his sword stoppedSwinging, but his sword stopped    
Before the other bled.Before the other bled.Before the other bled.Before the other bled.    
    
Halt, Dalek,Halt, Dalek,Halt, Dalek,Halt, Dalek, cried the fighter’s sister. cried the fighter’s sister. cried the fighter’s sister. cried the fighter’s sister.    
Removing her soiled armor,Removing her soiled armor,Removing her soiled armor,Removing her soiled armor,    
Showing her blackened hairShowing her blackened hairShowing her blackened hairShowing her blackened hair    
And ignoring the grin he gave herAnd ignoring the grin he gave herAnd ignoring the grin he gave herAnd ignoring the grin he gave her    
    
They trudged her way home,They trudged her way home,They trudged her way home,They trudged her way home,    
Her brother not laughing anymoreHer brother not laughing anymoreHer brother not laughing anymoreHer brother not laughing anymore    
As they clambered up steep hillsAs they clambered up steep hillsAs they clambered up steep hillsAs they clambered up steep hills    
And saw a man at their doorAnd saw a man at their doorAnd saw a man at their doorAnd saw a man at their door    
    
Accosting the man,Accosting the man,Accosting the man,Accosting the man,    
Dalek demanded the reasonDalek demanded the reasonDalek demanded the reasonDalek demanded the reason    
The stranger’s horse came poundingThe stranger’s horse came poundingThe stranger’s horse came poundingThe stranger’s horse came pounding    
Down their track this seasonDown their track this seasonDown their track this seasonDown their track this season    
    
WarWarWarWar he claimed. he claimed. he claimed. he claimed.    
We need anyone able, everyone!We need anyone able, everyone!We need anyone able, everyone!We need anyone able, everyone!    
He watched the strangerHe watched the strangerHe watched the strangerHe watched the stranger    
Knowing what must be done.Knowing what must be done.Knowing what must be done.Knowing what must be done.    
    
He gathered his suppliesHe gathered his suppliesHe gathered his suppliesHe gathered his supplies    
Preparing to give his country its duePreparing to give his country its duePreparing to give his country its duePreparing to give his country its due    
But his sister stopped himBut his sister stopped himBut his sister stopped himBut his sister stopped him    
You must take me with you.You must take me with you.You must take me with you.You must take me with you.    
 

NoNoNoNo, he said, trying to protect her., he said, trying to protect her., he said, trying to protect her., he said, trying to protect her.    
I will goI will goI will goI will go, she exclaimed and he knew naught, she exclaimed and he knew naught, she exclaimed and he knew naught, she exclaimed and he knew naught    
That would sway her, knowingThat would sway her, knowingThat would sway her, knowingThat would sway her, knowing    
The passion with which she fought.The passion with which she fought.The passion with which she fought.The passion with which she fought.    

    
Their horse flew before the windTheir horse flew before the windTheir horse flew before the windTheir horse flew before the wind    
His hooves poundingHis hooves poundingHis hooves poundingHis hooves pounding    
Into the mud, dirt, and rocksInto the mud, dirt, and rocksInto the mud, dirt, and rocksInto the mud, dirt, and rocks    
Until the ground pulsed with the sound.Until the ground pulsed with the sound.Until the ground pulsed with the sound.Until the ground pulsed with the sound.    
    
As they reached the battlefieldAs they reached the battlefieldAs they reached the battlefieldAs they reached the battlefield    
The pungent stench of deathThe pungent stench of deathThe pungent stench of deathThe pungent stench of death    
Struck them like thunderStruck them like thunderStruck them like thunderStruck them like thunder    
But neither stopped to catch their breathBut neither stopped to catch their breathBut neither stopped to catch their breathBut neither stopped to catch their breath    
    
As one, they fought their wayAs one, they fought their wayAs one, they fought their wayAs one, they fought their way    
Through the sea of menThrough the sea of menThrough the sea of menThrough the sea of men    
Quickly losing sight of each other,Quickly losing sight of each other,Quickly losing sight of each other,Quickly losing sight of each other,    
Dispatching corpses again and againDispatching corpses again and againDispatching corpses again and againDispatching corpses again and again    
    
Through a gap in the fightingThrough a gap in the fightingThrough a gap in the fightingThrough a gap in the fighting    
Tamwyn watched her brother.Tamwyn watched her brother.Tamwyn watched her brother.Tamwyn watched her brother.    
He looked up at her and smiledHe looked up at her and smiledHe looked up at her and smiledHe looked up at her and smiled    
Others whipped by with a blurOthers whipped by with a blurOthers whipped by with a blurOthers whipped by with a blur    
    
But in that instantBut in that instantBut in that instantBut in that instant    
A cruel blade found the weaknessA cruel blade found the weaknessA cruel blade found the weaknessA cruel blade found the weakness    
In his armor, slipping between his ribsIn his armor, slipping between his ribsIn his armor, slipping between his ribsIn his armor, slipping between his ribs    
Until his enemy met with successUntil his enemy met with successUntil his enemy met with successUntil his enemy met with success    
    
Tamwyn heard nothing moreTamwyn heard nothing moreTamwyn heard nothing moreTamwyn heard nothing more    
Except the ceaseless drumExcept the ceaseless drumExcept the ceaseless drumExcept the ceaseless drum    
Beating like her disembodied heartBeating like her disembodied heartBeating like her disembodied heartBeating like her disembodied heart    
Beating sorrowful and numbBeating sorrowful and numbBeating sorrowful and numbBeating sorrowful and numb    
    
She knew only her brotherShe knew only her brotherShe knew only her brotherShe knew only her brother    
As the battle was at a close.As the battle was at a close.As the battle was at a close.As the battle was at a close.    
The light faded from his eyesThe light faded from his eyesThe light faded from his eyesThe light faded from his eyes    
Tamwyn flew in a rage at her foesTamwyn flew in a rage at her foesTamwyn flew in a rage at her foesTamwyn flew in a rage at her foes    
    
She killed anyone nearShe killed anyone nearShe killed anyone nearShe killed anyone near    
Refusing to recognizeRefusing to recognizeRefusing to recognizeRefusing to recognize    
Between friend and foeBetween friend and foeBetween friend and foeBetween friend and foe    
As they fled in surpriseAs they fled in surpriseAs they fled in surpriseAs they fled in surprise    
    
She sank to the callous groundShe sank to the callous groundShe sank to the callous groundShe sank to the callous ground    
That would always remember the poundThat would always remember the poundThat would always remember the poundThat would always remember the pound    
Of the drums and of Tamwyn’s pleasOf the drums and of Tamwyn’s pleasOf the drums and of Tamwyn’s pleasOf the drums and of Tamwyn’s pleas    
To Dalek to linger beyond death’s doorTo Dalek to linger beyond death’s doorTo Dalek to linger beyond death’s doorTo Dalek to linger beyond death’s door    
For when she too became a victim of war.For when she too became a victim of war.For when she too became a victim of war.For when she too became a victim of war.    
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 AwaitingAwaitingAwaitingAwaiting    

Sudeep JacobSudeep JacobSudeep JacobSudeep Jacob    

 

Evoking the brightness  

that shines through her eyes, 

One that burns through the night, 

Soaring, climbing,  

grasping for the heights, 

Searing its way through the dark 

Blanket, surrounding her eyes, 

Reflecting the soft glow of yellow 

Thrown by the wildly dancing flames, 

Ticking and savoring  

each moment as it goes by… 

It is indeed a longing, loving, weary gaze, 

One that has transcended  

her very being into trance. 

Is her heart a prison of secrets? 

Are her eyes a veiled curtain of mystery? 

Long and beautiful, 

With the grace of a swan, 

There she sits, 

Her eyes fixed, 

Body still- in a trance, so intense- 

It seems to take her life, waiting; 

Awaiting- 

The return of her long lost 

Friend – a friendship, resembling the union 

Of raindrops with earth, which 

Emits a peculiar heat that blew the 

Breath of life into the two. 

 
 

 

 David Block 

The Night BeforeThe Night BeforeThe Night BeforeThe Night Before    

Sunil Chopade Sunil Chopade Sunil Chopade Sunil Chopade     

 

I grappled with the cardboard mess, 

forgetting about next week’s test 

in whatever it was I did detest 

so very much then. 

 

A clock hand rings quarter of eleven, 

and had I started the work at seven, 

I would not be praying to heaven 

For some rapture next morning. 
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Thunder! 
Victoria Shaeffer 

  
Summer breeze crashing down on me  

Running wild into the night  

Each night Different from the last  

Driving in our cars down out of sight  

But to nowhere  

  

Confused on who we are  

Know who we don’t want to be  

Still young but getting old  

There’s no way around it, maybe a plea  

But I doubt it 

  

All the running nights turning into days 

Days are long, nights are short  

Doing things that aren’t allowed  

Just looking anywhere for support  

But no one approves  

 

The feeling of intoxication surrounding me 

No one told me it was this much of a rush 

Falling down not really caring  

This feeling is now a must  

But somehow it’s wrong 

 

This is gonna be my way out 

Twisting and turning around 

The music of the car is so loud 

I love this feeling, hate this town  
But I found my way out 

 

 

 

Other People 
Mike Houck 

 

It’s something I'll never know, 

I'm swimming in a snow globe, 

the cargo of a meticulous rhythmic breath. 

I rotate as I fall. 

Raindrops everywhere, conferring, 

on our way. 

Discouraging worms. 

 

It’s something I'll always see, 

my radio waves just bounce off 

other radio waves, from similar motion  

detectors. 

If you strip away the plastics 

we'll see what's there. 

 

It’s something, 

I use to guide. 

It’s something, 

I use to tread, 

this string of ships. 

This is uncertainty, 

certainly. 

It cannot be more than I. 
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 Believe 

Anonymous 

 

As the sun sets 
As the battle is almost lost 
You see a shining light in the distance 
As you look closer, you see a helmet 
 
The SPARTAN named Master Chief 
Looking over the battlefield 
Taking his Machine gun and charging 
Fighting valiantly against the enemy  
known as Covenant 
 
Kicking and shooting 
Bodies hitting the cold ground 
The Arbiter grabbing him and holding him up 
For everyone to see 
 
Everyone staring at the struggling body 
All hope lost 
Preparing for defeat 
A cry rings out 
 
A single ODST 
Crying out to believe 
Believe in the one hero 
That can save them all. 

Jeanne O’Shell 

Intolerance of justice arises from  
toleration of the unjust. 

  – Emily Trost 
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The Monster 

Alyssa Lieberman 

 

They’re two hearts that share one beat, 

That happened to one day meet. 

They’re two halves that make two wholes, 

A spirit residing in one pure soul. 

  

They met in the years of their youth, 

In a world of innocence, purity and truth 

He fell in like, then she fell in love; 

He was an angel, sent from above. 

  

He had the sweetest kiss, and the sweetest heart to match, 

But there was a problem, an itch she couldn’t scratch. 

There were secrets, hiding low; 

A monster that she dare not show. 

 

Secrets lay stretched across her veins, 

Self control and sobriety held captive in chains 

She tried to smile, but hidden underneath; 

Lay hatred and craving clenched through rotting teeth. 

 

She began to crumble, stumble, and fall, 

The remnants of a girl who once had it all. 

Yet he stayed there by her side, 

Whispering in her ear, “You shouldn’t have lied.” 

 

She was in a whirlwind of addiction and fear 

Trapped like a shadow in a carnival mirror. 

But his hand could reach through the glass, 

Grab her wrist, and free her from the monster at last. 

 

However those secrets that had been hiding low, 

Now began to weaken, surface and show. 

That angel could no longer control her heart, 
She’d rather dance with the devil, and let things fall apart. 

She began to crumble, stumble, and fall, 

The remnants of a girl who once had it all. 

Yet he stayed there by her side, 

Whispering in her ear, “You shouldn’t have lied.” 

 

She was in a whirlwind of addiction and fear 

Trapped like a shadow in a carnival mirror. 

But his hand could reach through the glass, 

Grab her wrist, and free her from the monster at last. 

 

However those secrets that had been hiding low, 

Now began to weaken, surface and show. 

That angel could no longer control her heart, 
She’d rather dance with the devil, and let things fall apart. 

G
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 Bitter Cold Scorching Wind Mixes 
Rachel Sobol 
 
Bitter cold pours through the veins of the day 
Pulsating vibrations flow and kill 
Cold explodes and morphs into  
soon miserable winds 
Rocking back and forth, not steady, 
hitting each wall of nothing 
yet seeming to be something 
Cries with the tears of rain and agony 
Heavy puddles rest on the surface of trembling life 
Tell me what to do to remove these  
hurting piles of tears 
Blistering wind battered me,  
crashed against my face 
Sudden yet melodic 
You wrapped your threads of heat  
like a blanket around my bitter neck 
Accepting this warmth was unreal  
however conceivable 
I craved this affection and obtained it,  
tucked it in 
Always with me,  
blowing around this nowhere land,  
we stroll together 
As one, embracing each other’s temperature… 
we mesh 
Something new came of this bitter cold 
Warm atmosphere, mixed from both,  
held hands through the splendor and ache of life. 

To dwell on minutia renders life minute.  To dwell on minutia renders life minute.  To dwell on minutia renders life minute.  To dwell on minutia renders life minute.      
–Emily Kustina 

Jeanne O’Shell 
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Summer Simplicity 

Alyssa Lieberman 

 

The summer air was soft against my skin,  

as I lay in an open field. 

exposed, vulnerable; 

and at my side was my best friend, where we belonged. 

That night had been a swirl of colors, lights and sounds. 

bottles clanking, 

               voices singing 

                                 laughter ringing. 

            The sky was a dark blue ocean, littered with 

stars, 

ships, 

         and satellites. 

 

The trees were alive with 

 the song of crickets, 

birds, 

& firefly light. 

 

It only took a minute for that feeling to hit 

Staring into a far off universe, with my world at my side 

we were infinite. 
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Frigid Family Reunion 

Sam Hoffman 

 

Famous last words of our blood princess, 

"Objects in mirrors appear less 

Real than actual." 

 

And with that, she watches the mousetrap  

with a lazy eye. 

 

Passion is devoured, 

Although fingers dance together in cement. 

Instantaneous skepticism 

Rains down from clouds of red roses. 

 

Only I send this message to you, brother, 

Forewarning what we all fear, but have smothered  

with quilts of infinite iron. 

 

I have not yet seen you in the mirrors. 

No, only in the water, my friend. 

Sink away, as much as you'd like. 

Every fathom more that you swim under this 

Canoe of ours, it widens these ever so green eyes. 

Teasing the hairs on the back of my neck. 

Soon enough, my dear friend, I shall take my plunge  

into your solid lake, and learn to swim. 
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                                  Chains 
                                                    Sudeep Jacob  

The girl was twisting and turning, 
          She felt her whole self was burning. 
She was crying out, in that great pain, 

         Since nobody noticed, it was all in vain. 
 

Every minute she was struggling, 
To get out of those chains that were troubling. 
She began to curse with an expression of frown, 

“Why these chains around me, from the day I was born?” 
 

Then she tried her best, 
To get out of this before it got worse. 
But the more she tried to fight, 
The more and more it got tight. 

 
One fine day, she finally realized, 

Everybody around her was also chained. 
But they all smiled and were happy, 
Even with the chains they all looked free. 

 
From the lively child, 
To the retired old, 

These chains were there, 
For everyone, everywhere. 

 
Those golden chains of responsibilities, 
Loosen by fulfilling your duties. 

The more it is tightened 
                                          As you run away frightened.  
 

Gabriela Kappes  
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Sleep Sound 
Kristy Burrows 

 

As innocent as the first snowflake 
Falling from the fresh winter sky, 
She enters the new high school 

For her first time. 
 

Surrounded with unfamiliar faces, 
Her heart beats the slightest bit faster. 
An open seat next to nice looking boy, 

He flashed a charming smile and she was seated. 
 

Sitting on the bleachers, 
Listening to the thunder of the crowd, 

She watches the scoreboard shift 
And joins the mob of fans in their applause. 

 
With the winning touch down, 
Waving arms was all I could see. 

I yelped with joy for the last time 
After that night when it happened. 

 
Giving in to temptations, 

She felt the burn in her throat as she swallowed 
With blurred vision& no perception of time, 
She was led up the crooked set of stairs. 

 
 

He cracked that familiar smile, 
As she thought, “Will he kiss me, 

Could the boy of my dreams like me?” 
Unknown to her, he’d be the source of her nightmares. 

 
Without realizing what was happening, 
Her pants were slid off of her body. 

A painful sensation poured through her. 
She tried yelling stop through his clasped hands. 

 
There she was left alone, 

To soak in her crimson blood, 
To forever remember this pain in her soul, 

To be left alone to shed her pain filled tears. 

Lauren Rachlin 
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I slowly turn around, 

Giving up on everything, 

The pain 

They have caused me, 

The anxiety 

Keeping me up at night, 

The love 

I feel unconditionally for them. 

I step outside 

Into the gleaming green of day, 

My backyard feeling limitless 

Under my petite, exposed feet, 

A safe haven, 

From the wrath of hostility 

I call home. 

 

 

 

 

I close my wide, distraught eyes, 

Shattered of their innocence, 

Maturing rapidly, 

As each day passes- 

I try to ignore them, 

Pretend they don’t exist, 

Finding my oasis, 

The light in this darkness; 

 

But they slowly break through my wall of 

harmony, 

Oblivious of their ability to destroy me, 

Dividing my heart 

At every scream, 

Every argument, 

Every word, 

Until I have nothing left to give to them 

 That they haven’t already taken from me. 

Coloring in the Darkness 
Rachel Kaplan 

 

I stand there in a state of uncertainty, 

Completely disregarded- 

An accessory in the midst of their chaos. 

Watching them yell at one another, 

Frightened for my future. 

Our future. 

 

 

 

 

The curls of my light brown hair 

Touch the small of my back 

As I just continue to run, 

Trying to escape the inescapable. 

Lost in every stride, 

Numbness overwhelming my body, 

Taking over as I fall into a mud puddle. 

Only here – I allow myself to give in, 

A desperate cry of pain, 

An aching sensation- 

Agonizing my skin, 

Itching its way into my veins. 

 

 

 

As I open my watery eyes 

And face the world I have been avoiding, 

I see a stunning scarlet, red flower- 

Beautiful and strong, 

Overlooking the disarray of mud  

around its petals- 

Ignoring the clutter surrounding its beauty 

And allowing itself to shine. 

A smile trembles in the corner of my lips, 

Mending my worries 

As I gaze at the beautiful flower. 

 

 

 

I feel a sense of hope- 

A rushing thrill of love 

Lifting my weak frame out of the mud, 

I run towards my house 

And into the arms of my parents, 

Cradling the beautiful flower, 

The light in all of this darkness, 

I wipe away the tears on my mother’s face, 

Giving us a second chance, 

Bringing back a glimpse of color- 

In this black and white world. 

Art by Gabriela Kappes 
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A Muted World 

Alise Peckjian 

 

I have known the feeling of silence. 

That consistent mix of unpredictable feelings. 

The silence of a nighttime stroll 

at the end of a scorching, sizzling summer day. 

And the silence of peace 

And so I ask myself quizzically- 

“What is the true purpose of speech?” 

More things can be described far beyond 

the chaining bonds of words. 

 

There is the silence of contentment 

When the long, laborious day is long gone 

And you hang up your coat 

To take leave on a hammock in your yard 

Glass of frothy root beer in hand 

Three ice cubes tossed in 

Daydreaming of past, nostalgic days 

 

There is the silence of love 

When two friends sit side by side 

Not a single word passes between the pair 

Except for their joy 

Of being in each other’s presence 

Oblivious to the time that drips slowly by 

In droning dregs 
 

 

 

Mariangela  Fiorilli  

I have known the silence of the storm 

The calm before the big finale 

The muted sound of snow softly landing on the 

ground 

And the silence of pensiveness 

A mind lost in a sea of memories 

Thoughts of times of pain, of happiness, of love 

When someone asks you “What’s wrong?” 

You don’t answer- 

You’re in a world of your own 

And no one can pull you out… 

except yourself 

 

What is the use of language in a world that relies 

On our emotions alone? 

Where body language, 

Facial expressions 

Are the answer to all questions 
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Gabriela Kappes 

Dance ClassDance ClassDance ClassDance Class    
Fenella Traktovenko  

 

 
The sound of Latin beats 

Feet stomping to the rhythm. 

The dancers sway around the floor  

like graceful birds flying in the sky. 

Shimmer and glitter can catch  

the outsider’s eye like a news headline. 

The sparkle and noise is a dizzying frenzy. 

Graceful and elegant the class can be 

Noisy and wild is the zoo the class really is. 

Suddenly the music hits its last major beat 

Stopping the dancers from the trance they have become 

Bowing to the crowd or in reality the mirror image of them 

They scurry away to await another day. 
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Failure 
Adam Gorodesky 
 
You ventured out, but everything is gone 
Set out to succeed, but could not prevail 
But it always seems darkest, before the dawn 
 
A simple idea, you wish you could have withdrawn 
A wrong turn, you wish you could retrace on this trail 
You ventured out, but everything is gone 
 
Your life’s portrait has already been drawn 
You reach out for an answer, but it’s only written in Braille 
But it always seems darkest, before the dawn 
 
You have brains, but you’re lost without brawn 
Your once known identity, is now hidden behind a veil 
You ventured out, but everything is gone 
 
Your hopes and dreams, are scattered on the lawn 
But you still hope, there is a happy ending to this tale 
But it always seems darkest, before the dawn 
 
Success comes with failure;  
strength, is knowing how to move on 
Only you control your fate to the last detail 
You ventured out, but everything is gone 
But it always seems darkest, before the dawn 
 

Photos by Linnea Jaffe 
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 Scuba Divers Never SleepScuba Divers Never SleepScuba Divers Never SleepScuba Divers Never Sleep    

Madi NitskyMadi NitskyMadi NitskyMadi Nitsky    
 

Finding a barrel of just enough moonlight. 

Escaping the uncomfortable way the pavement moves. 

Exaggeration of the pretenses, he eats his cake. 

Left-over icing, perhaps tasting new, never ever forgotten. 

 

Through and through,  

he touches the inside of a heart beating orange because he knows. 

Healing the way that time never seemed to exist  

when you're stuck in a cave so deep. 

Every other has mistaken water for land,  

just to sleep loudly on a bed of rocks. 

 

Allowing the morning to knock on his window, he cries. 

Change is picked up along his way. 

He gives her a bath in deep blue water she's been thirsty for. 

Ending on a cloud of marshmallows that consume. 

Lauren Goldman 

The RiverThe RiverThe RiverThe River    

Alise PeckjianAlise PeckjianAlise PeckjianAlise Peckjian    

 

It was a boiling hot summer day, and I grew tired 

I knelt down almost collapsing,  

into the lime green grass before the river 

What a pale, sea glass blue it was! 

As if the sky fell down into the water, surrendering 

To its lapis embrace 

I could see swimming shadows cast from the trees into the water 

Dancing between the dapples of light 

Taking a deep breath, willing my body 

To be enveloped by the cool, refreshing water.  
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Don’t Worry 

Diala Kanawati  

 

Don’t worry about tomorrow’s test 

Don’t worry about the economy 

Don’t worry about what he thinks of you 

Just make sure there’s cookies at the tea party 

 

Someone calls you a name 

It’ll be taken care of by someone else 

Chances are you won’t remember it the next day 

Anyway you already put a booger on their chair 

 

So what’s the point? 

Going through all that crap without a reason why 

9 years ago it was ok to make a joke about a duck that farted 

Not today 

 

In 9 years, some kid will look back at the farting duck 

Tell it in their head, laugh to themselves 

Then go on thinking about those  

quadratic functions of parabolas 

And wish like I do now, that time would undo itself,  

and let you live free again 

 
 

Alexis Kurtzman 

What’s Life? 

By Sudeep Jacob  

 

Life is God’s greatest present 

Whose uncovering makes you feel pleasant. 

Life is the greatest realization 

Earned with a lot of perspiration 

 

Life is what you define 

Success is then refined 

And God will direct this life script 

Only when you are ready to play on it 

 

Life is to Live, Idealize, Feel and Experience 

Life is to Learn, Imagine, Fantasize and Enjoy 

Life is to Love, Inspire, Forgive and Enlighten 

Life is to Live It For Everyone 
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Untitled 
Anonymous 
 
I feel a darkness in my soul 
At my center there’s a big, black HOLE 
I put a knife to my wrist, make a GASH 
Blood flows out, the color of ash. 
 
I see sunshine now, GOLDEN beams 
SHOWERING down, and now everything seems 
Easier, a gigantic LOAD off my shoulders, 
Problems, anguish, the size of boulders. 
 

Ilona Diner 

Ode to RemiOde to RemiOde to RemiOde to Remi 
By Jacob Balaban    

 
O, Remi O, Remi 
Where for art thou Remi? 
Tis’ the floor and you are not asleep 
Where art you Remi? 
This life would not be true without you  
 
O, Remi O, Remi 
Art thou outside? 
Barking at the squirrels 
O, Remi come back to me 
How shall I life without thou? 
 
O, Remi O, Remi 
Thou fur is like silk unlike any other- 
Filled with four types of brown 
Your tongue unlike any other- 
Pink with black splotches all over 
 
O, Remi O, Remi 
There shall never be a Farewell 
There shall never be another dog 
In my life as great as you 
 
O, Remi O, Remi 
Tis’ the sun of my day 
I could not live without thee 
O, Remi O, Remi  

Desirée Kline 
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 Puppet on a String 

Samantha Solar 

 

Those wooden limbs left by itself 

Sit upon the lonely shelf 

 

Through day and night, it’s all the same 

Through absence of a soul and name 

 

Can’t see the world through painted eyes 

Can’t laugh, nor smile, through painted lies 

 

Motionless throughout the day 

‘Till Master says “It’s time to play” 

 

See her move; watch her dance, 

Spawned through Master’s wicked trance 

 

Freedom’s just a distant dream 

Until she breaks through life’s cruel scheme 

 

Her fake wide grin serves no real use 

Just hides her shame and her abuse 

 

Like a puppet on a string, 

She lost control of everything. 
 

Jeanne O’Shell 
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 Lover I Don’t Have to LoveLover I Don’t Have to LoveLover I Don’t Have to LoveLover I Don’t Have to Love    
By Polly Kovalzon 

 
 Smoke whispered by her lips, the same lips I have 

grazed with mine so often yet have so rarely heard speak. 

She was an enigma, a personification of all the confusion 

and mystery of the world. She was the center of the 

world. Something I could never dream of understanding 

but worshiped blindly with gentle touches and whis-

pered sentiments. In that old discarded alley drowned in 

secondhand smoke, I, for the hundredth time, proclaimed 

my love to her. She, for the hundredth time, didn’t hear 

it. Regardless of whether I shouted it or chanted it like a 

mantra in my deepest subconscious, she would never ac-

knowledge it. 

 My obsession came to fruition the first time I saw 

her. It became a crazed fixation with the first touch. She 

was the deadliest of drugs, constantly infused in my sys-

tem, my adrenaline hitting the roof once I got a taste of 

her. 

 “Let’s get out of here,” she breathed into my ear. 

 And we did. We ran. Away from everything, we 

didn’t need anyone that night. She was beautiful, a whirl-

wind of empty smiles, touches, breathy laughter, and si-

lence. It was deafening, everything she never said. She 

drove me crazy. She used me, I didn’t care to know who 

else may have been me before. I was just another fix. 

Something to placate her animalistic craving for flesh. She 

picked me up from a dingy club and was keeping me 

around for nothing more than entertainment. 

 

Sarah Kauffman 
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  But I never complained. I couldn’t. Whenever I 

saw her I lost the ability to form coherent sentences or 

thoughts. Afterwards, when my empty be was still warm 

from her fleeting presence, the same questions surfaced. 

The same worries clenched my stomach, the same 

thoughts kept me awake. 

 “Why me?” 

 “Who is she?” 

 “Does she have a job?” 

 “Is she happy?” 

 “Why doesn’t she let me know her?” 

 “Does she let anyone know her?” 

 “Is she real?” 

 “Is this all just an awful joke?” 

 I endlessly wracked my brain as to what she is, 

who she is. I needed to know more about her, I needed to 

feed this hunger for her. After months of the same, after 

months of confusion, depression, fixation, I confronted 

her. 
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  “Will you ever stay the night?” I asked. 

 She didn’t show any signs of acknowledgment, 

but I knew she heard me. She pulled the sweater over her 

head and picked her purse, leaving as silently as always. 

 During the next few months I would always ask a 

question before she left. What music she liked, what she 

did for a living. It didn’t matter, she never answered. 

Soon her visits became less frequent, until she stopped 

coming altogether. I thought about her every day. Days 

turned to weeks, turned to months. I saw no sign of her. I 

never stopped needing her. 

 It was well past midnight, noises from the street 

below still drifting into my bedroom. I didn’t hear the 

door open, but I felt her there. She must have kept my 

key. I opened my eyes and saw her leaning against my 

doorframe, my breath caught in my throat. She was still 

the center of the world, my only religious icon. Sadness 

coated her face, I could barely see past it into what she 

used to be. 

 “The Ramones,” she whispered. 

 I stared at her. I remember nights upon nights 

ago, when I felt the whole world rode on her answering 

that question. Neither of us spoke, I barely breathed, 

afraid this will all disappear and she will be gone again.  

She slowly walked to the bed and sat next to me. She 

stayed the night. 

L
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Forest Acres 
Madi Nitsky 
 
it is quiet. i can hear monkeys sleep with their eyes open. gradually it 
becomes loud. louder. so loud. it is the catalyst of what clay has been 
hardened on your finger tips. red. it falls through the cracks, and out 
again. this time, only seeping right underneath the skin and through 
wild chambers of soft wood, it flows; spilling out what is left. it feels 
like a faded blue, some oranges and a bright green. i imagine what 
bright green must taste like, encasing my taste buds until they ex-
plode. ohh it's been ages. 
 
i walk up an imaginary road where ants carry suitcases and you're just 
another...one of those. my hands are small and my legs are shorter, i 
wonder what happens now. it's all the same. it always has been. so i 
turned around with the most delicate hopes and i saw you, and when i 
faced the right direction, i could smell you. but as time went by, i lost 
both sight and smell for such deriving teachers, that i just taught my-
self. 1073. 1073. 1073.  forward, it is everything but backwards it is 
nothing, and you'll never understand. 

David Block David Block 

 
underneath the same tree that slept with me (and my) years ago, i 
drift. i push away beautiful pixels of dirt that don't never cover my 
skin. i make rivers with my eyes and eat alive the shoulders of the  
person i will become once i leave this place they call home. 
 
the eye around my heart smiles as i feed it the last bit of carrots it will 
ever need. 
for it sees perfectly from here on out. 
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My soul mate, my lucky charm! 

Your beautiful dark-red skin in the night mystifies me. 

The shiny feature on your skin  

makes you glare like the sun. 

Your luscious lemony scent  

puts butterflies in my heart. 

Your black and white teeth  

force my mouth to smile. 

When I touch you,  

I tremble in fear that you could leave me. 

Don’t leave. 

If you did I could never live. 

I would never touch that silky soft skin. 

But when I hear the bells of your heart,  

I remember our love.  

Your voice, so gentle and sweet,  

conducts marvelous symphonies.  

I put my fingers on you and I am no longer here. 

You drive my soul into the chords and notes of 

Heaven.  

As we dance, my clumsy feet step on your gold slippers 

But you never mind. 

Instead, you sing me melodies that never fade.  

And I think of my life with you forever.  

Whether in a quartet, a rock band, or a duet 

I do not care. 

As long as I never go solo.  

Ode to My Piano 
Annes Kim 
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Frieze 

Mike Houck 

 

Echoes fill the marrow, 

felt most in those collisions, 

like things behind the sun. 

Pulsing out like sound 

over the first encompassing pond 

I'll ever know. 

Hoping everything's been said, 

the doves part along the horizon 

created by a tree and its leaves. 

They'll whisper and whimper 

in that wind,  

and the mercurial color of it. 

The ground's not far from where we stand. 

No paper's passed today, or the yesterday 

that leapt from the smiling sarcophagi 

we came from. 

The pyramids send you out 

to see the pyramids themselves. 

And the arms they grow, to 

flail and kiss, like frail mist, 

climb the spiral. 

It’s meant for this convalescent 

still life to animate, all at once. 

Pharaonic complexes,  

forced into dissection by those 

glass panes. 

The people around my head 

don't feel the glass on the other side 

of the ever enlarging sky. 

It all leads everywhere. 

Photos by David Block   
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An Ode to My Gardener 
Anonymous 
 
Mom, 
My gardener, 
My planter and my caretaker, 
Since my bloom, you have watched me grow. 
Since my buds breached the topsoil. 
I am your prized plant, but all to your credit. 
You’ve never forgotten my needs, 
You were always there to water me, give me sun. 
Without your shelter and care, I would be a weed. 
 
 
But by your green thumb 
      I bloomed in spring, and grew and grew. 
You raised me up, straightened my stem,  
     You showed me where to grow, how to grow… 
Your love fed me, warmer than the sun,  
     More than the sun I needed you. 
You gave me strength and encouragement, hope and comfort. 
     Without you, I would not have grown,  
I would never have become the tree giant  
     I know you love so much. 
 
 
I Love You Mom 

Artwork by Gabriela Kappes 
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 Guilt 
Mary Jane Parisse 
 

There is a virus lingering inside you 
It has a name; 
Guilt. 
 

There is no medicine 
For this disease- 
It’s the sour milk 
You shouldn’t have drunk 
 

So grab your stomach 
Cover your mouth 
Do you want to vomit? 
Your guilt. 
It’s not going anywhere 
 

Look 
In the mirror. 
Can you even do that? 
The dying pain 
Makes you numb 

Sleeping with the lights on 
The TV volume might cover 
that loud noise. 
The noise that begged you to stay- 
you didn’t listen 
 

There is a dark twisted path 
It leads to a cliff - 
Jump. 
You are already dead. 

Lauren Goldm
an 
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If you lose your faith you can have mine. 

My heart, my soul; pure and divine. 

If you lose your heart, I’ll tear mine from my chest 

And slice you from your chin to your breast. 

My fingers will peel back your soft skin 

To reveal the darkness hidden within. 

 

With steady hands and blurred vision; 

I’ll make another tiny incision, 

I can feel my pulse in the palm of my hand,  

So I’ll plunge in my heart in and watch it expand. 

 

In out, in out; steady periodic contractions. 

In out, in out; the deadliest of all transactions. 
 

And now comes the moment where its time to seal shut 

This deep, permanent, perilous cut. 

With a searing pain permeating through my chest, 

I’ll stitch you up and lay you to rest. 

 

Your lips are cold, your skin is white 

I’m covered in red and full of spite. 

You cant leave me now, you can’t leave me ever. 

I’m part of you now, and will be forever. 

 

In out, in out; steady periodic contractions. 

In out, in out; the deadliest of all transactions. 

 

 

Obsession.Obsession.Obsession.Obsession.    

Alyssa LiebermanAlyssa LiebermanAlyssa LiebermanAlyssa Lieberman    

Jeanne O’Shell 

 

How Heavy is a Scream?How Heavy is a Scream?How Heavy is a Scream?How Heavy is a Scream?    

Fenella TraktovenkoFenella TraktovenkoFenella TraktovenkoFenella Traktovenko    
 

How is a scream so heavy? 

It’s full of pain  

It’s full of joy 

Full of the suffering poor 

Screams are like heavy cries of the dead 

Heavy as if full of joyous cries  

Screaming in the night is the baggage of the heart 

How heavy is a scream? 

As heavy as the tremendous pain of life’s history. 
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Hollow Bark 
Jim Daley 
 

What is this but yet ordinary seed? 
A small, minute seedling, 
Like a young child, 
So innocent and naive. 
For but which the small seed, 
Like the child, 
Will one day blossom. 
Will it slowly grow 
And mature with age? 
A new life form, 
So small, entering 
A vast, majestic World. 
As it grows, the beautiful tree 
Embodies leaves with many 
Colors, which are the tree’s 
Many private emotions. 
Can this new life form 
Feel my pain 
Deep within its buried roots?? 
Is it also confused 
With Life and all its meanings 
As am I? 
 
This gargantuan tree, 
That stands ever so tall 
Boasting its gorgeous bark, 
Looks to the eye, perfect 
And Untouched. 
 
But only the tree, 
Deep within its many roots, 
Which barely hold him up, 
Feels, with me, 
The horrid pain and misery 
Of emptiness within its hollow self. 
The tree’s leaves fall from barren branches, 
Like tears from years of 
Heartache and burden. 

David Block 
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No Matter the Tide 
Anonymous 

 
When you're with true friends, 

Good times will blow in, 
Even against the wind. 

 
On the sand of a beach, 

Without a ripple on the ocean, 
 

True friends can still manage to have fun. 
A calm ocean can’t keep us from having a good time. 
We can do anything we want…we always manage. 

 
We can eat, swim, play cards, games, sports, race… 

But we can’t just sit and do nothing 
 

Holding onto a board, floating in the water, 
You can wait for the master of the sea to give you a ride. 

So long as there are friends bobbing beside you, 
 

We don’t want our summer fun to end 
But our memories will last us… 

 
True friends bring good times, 

not the air, sea, or sand… 
No matter the tide. 

Gabriela Kappes 
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Jail of MindJail of MindJail of MindJail of Mind    
Brittany AdamsBrittany AdamsBrittany AdamsBrittany Adams    
 
There were never bars over my eyes, 
I could see anything, and go for everything— 
Then you. 
With you standing in front of me,  
the bars thicken and become darker. 
The closer you are, the more I cannot see. 
Their eyes are everywhere, 
Twenty-four hour lockdown, on both of us,  
for no reason at all. 
Watching, 
Creeping, 
Waiting. 
These bars over my sight 
keep me hostage from the world I could have known, 
Now I wish I could only remember the time I was free, 
To live, 
To breathe, 
To laugh, 
To be with you. 
 

 
Ilona Diner 
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Journey of No Return 

Adam Gorodesky 
    

Two lovers, living in two worlds apart. 
A man seeks to save his love from the pits of death. 
In order to mend his broken heart. 
He will rescue his wife, ‘til he takes his last breath. 
 
Her life was stolen, murdered by a crazed man 
She was out late, only wanting to cause good 
To save her from her cruel fate, was his only plan. 
He knew little about his journey, but the result, he understood. 
 
He set out on his journey, of no return 
Although his own life, may be lost 
When he passes the toll into the underworld, and sees the souls burn 
Paying with his life, is a simple cost. 
 
The man searches for decades 
Wandering the open seas 
Like a poker player searches for the ace of spades 
False hope is only a tease 
 
He hears the gods mocking him from up above 
A hurricane approaches him, 
With one last glimpse of earth, he sees a dove 
Although his outlook is grim. 
 
He is swept down to the bottom of the ocean floor 
His boat gets smaller as he drops 
As he embraces for his death, he falls through an open door 
After falling through, his heart stops. 
 
He is dead, the search can rest 
He and his love can finally meet 
Although he has aged, during his quest 
Her face and body, were still youthfully sweet 
 
Overwhelmed to say a word 
The man just gazes at his wife 
Still unaware of what occurred 
When she had lost her life 
 

She stared back, with a look of shame 
She finally said, “I am wicked and deserve to be dead” 
The man still in shock uttered, “No, the murderer is to blame!” 
I was not causing good, I was with the murderer instead. 
 
He was not a murderer, I was having an affair 
I was lying to you 
Each time causing me despair 
I could not live being untrue 
 
So on the final night of my life 
I did what was best 
I picked up his knife 
And stabbed myself through the chest. 

Gabriela Kappes 
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Jealousy 

Zoe Crandall 
 

Jealousy is a fever that most people catch. 
You get rid of it on your own. 

An empty space waiting to be filled. 
It is raging in the hearts of those 

Who can’t achieve the greatness of others 
The jealousy of the rich and the poor, 

The jealousy of the popular and the geeks, 
The jealousy between siblings, 

And the jealousy of the chic and the obsolete. 
 

The rich always being in the spotlight 
The poor being behind the curtain, 

Not good enough to achieve and make it. 
Envying their enemies 

Wishing they could be at the tip of the pyramid. 
Striving to be on top. 

The rich never lowering their chin 
To realize who’s below them. 

Living “The Life” and traveling the world 
But yet, not seeing how the other half lives. 

 
You have to be perfect just to fit in; 

The right hair 
The right style 

The right everything, 
Otherwise you’re a geek. 
On the outside looking in, 

Almost like the rich and the poor. 
The geeks at the bottom of the pyramid 
Wishing it could be flipped upside down. 

Their name around school 
Has never been heard. 

The popular scoffing at the nerds. 
Strutting the school like they own the place. 

The popular getting nominated for, 
Class President, best smile, best dressed, 

Prom Queen, Homecoming King. 
The geeks in the corner at the dance 

Dateless. 
The popular not ever going to know 

How the geeks feel. 
They can never escape 

The “fame” in the school. 
 
 

Siblings live so close with each other 
They compare themselves to each other 
Why are some born with the talent 

And some with the brains 
And some with the athletic ability 

Nagging about everything the other one gets 
One sibling always gets the better one 

Jealousy on birthdays 
Getting all the attention 

All the love 
All the presents 
Jealousy at school 

Being the teacher’s pet 
Being the sports all star 

Being the more popular one 
Jealousy on looks 

Better hair 
Better nails 

Always has to have what the other has 
Never satisfied with themselves 

 
The chic always dressed to impress 
The obsolete dressed to depress 

Wanting an upgrade 
To look good 

Gawking at the best dressed 
People walking by 

Stuck in the outdated look 
Need to be brought up to date 

The chic never going to downgrade 
The obsolete needing a 

New fresh look. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


